Figure S2. Comparison of the average frequency of coding mutations and mutation architecture
A. Comparison of the average frequency of coding mutations in AML between our estimate and previously reported estimates. B. Comparison of the mutation architecture estimated from our samples and previously studied samples.
Figure S3. Profiles of frequently mutated genes in SNU-p11
Genes carrying mutations in more than two patients or genes carrying more than five mutations in a single patient were selected and are shown here. Please refer to the legend of Figure 1 for a description of the colored boxes and gene symbol labeling.
Figure S4. Sanger sequencing chromatograms for selected variants
Four nonsynonymous coding variants and two noncoding "hot-zone" variants were selected for Sanger sequencing validation. Each sequencing peak was visualized with the Sanger sequencing viewer UGENE (Supplement Methods). The variant position is indicated by the red inverted triangle. A. SIN3A (chr15; 75703867, T to C), B. C10orf53 (chr10; 50887802, C to A), C. PTPRR (chr12; 71286644, G to A), D. RERGL (chr12; 18234199, T to C). E. PPP1R10 (chr6; 30585116, G to A), and F. SRSF1 (chr17; 56084752, A to T).
Figure S5. Locations of the four coding variants in the protein secondary structure
The four validated mutations in SIN3A, C10orf53, PTPRR, and RERGL were placed in the protein secondary structure using "MutationMapper" from the cBioPortal functions. Figure S6 . Protein-protein interaction network drawn with the six mutated genes that were newly identified in the present work Using the six mutated genes identified here, including four coding mutated genes (SIN3A, C10orf53, PPPTR, and RERGL) and two noncoding mutated genes (PPP1R10 and SRSF1), as an input query, a protein-protein interaction network was constructed using Cytoscape. Four of the six genes were found to interact with each other, either directly or indirectly via other interacting partner proteins. The large circles and small circles represent query proteins and their associated neighbor proteins, respectively.
